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The effects of initial vibrational energy on VV energy transfer in the collinear collision of two diatomic molecules, either 

homonuclear or heteronuclear, has been studied over a range of collision energies in classical mechanics. When initial vibra

tional energy is very large, only a small fraction of vibrational energy in the excited molecule is transferred to the colliding 

partner. In this case, the VV step is found to be strongly coupled with VT during the collision. At low collision energies, 

energy transfer in the homonuclear case of O2 + with small initial vibrational energy is found to be very inefficient. In 

the heteronuclear case of CH + HC with the initial energy equivalent to one vibrational quantum, VV energy exchange is 

found to be very efficient at such energies. Between 0.3 and 0.5 ev, nearly all of vibrational energy of the excited molecule 

with one to about three vibrational quanta in CH + HC is efficiently transferred to the colliding partner through pure VV 

process in a sequence of down steps during the collision. The occurrence of multiple impacts during the collision of two 

heteronuclear molecules and the collisional bond dissociation of homonuclear molecules are also discussed.

Introduction

Both approximate and exact calculations of collisional 

energy transfer in classical mechanics have been made in large 

numbers over the last two decades and the results are well 

documented in a number of standard references113. Most of 

such calculations are based on the collision of two harmonic 

oscillators with no initial vibrational energy. Carrying out ex

act calculations numerically for anharmonic oscillators is no 

more difficult than that of the harmonic case, and in such more 

realistic calculations the binding potential of the oscillators 

is usually assumed by the Morse function114.

Relatively little has been done, however, in the way of 

classical calculations involving anharmonic oscillators with in

itial vibrational energy. In such a case there is an important 

feature of vibration-to-vibration (VV) energy transfer, and 

information on the efficiency of W energy exchange and the 

extent of W contribution to overall energy transfer processes 

are valuable in studying, among others, chemical reaction 

dynamics and the performance of chemical lasers111215,6. Of 

particular interest in such studies is energy transfer to or from 

excited molecules with regard to the influence of initial vibra

tional excitation on the accumulation of internal energy and 

subsequent bond dissociation. The classical equations of mo

tion for systems of this type can be solved numerically with 

a digital computer. Typical calculations describe the time 

evolution of dynamical variables such as trajectory and inter

nal coordinates. Energy transfer between vibrational motions 

or between translational and vibrational motions can be ex

tracted from these calculations. The present work is concerned 

with such calculations carried out in order to study vibrational 

energy exchange between two Morse oscillators interacting 

collinearly-one with initial vibrational energy and the other 

with no energy. The specific systems considered are the col

lisions of O2 + O2 and CH + HC representing homonuclear and 

heteronuclear molecules, respectively, in the collision energy 

range of 0-2 ev. Particular emphasis will be given to the ef

fects of varying initial vibrational energy in CH + HC.

In the CH + HC collision system, two light hydrogen atoms 

are located between two heavy carbon atoms. When a colli

sion occurs the two hydrogen atoms oscillate back and fortht 

thus causing multiple impacts and making the collision 

dynamics very interesting. This system also closely resembles 

the interaction of the hydrocarbon chain and mimics the quen

ching of the vibrationally excited molecules by hydrocarbons.

Collision Model

In the collision, one of the molecules (say molecule 1) with 

initial vibrational energy Ev ] collides with molecule 2, which 

has no initial vibrational energy. The binding potential of each 

molecule is assumed by the Morse function

Vm,((们)=1為 I ~ 1)2； i = 1 or 2, ⑴

where D, is the veil depth of 나le Morse potential and b is an 
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intramolecular potential constant related to other constants 

as 方=("2Z>3)%, A/and w being the reduced mass and the 

angular frequency of the oscillator; y( is the vibrational coor

dinate measuring the displacement of the ith oscillator bond 

from its equilibrium value d,. Throughout this paper, sub

scripts 1 and 2 represent molecules 1 and 2, respectively. The 

potential energy between two collinearly interacting molecules 

is assumed to be determined by an exponentially repulsive 

energy acting between the inside atoms 0…0 in O2 - O2 or 

H- H in CH---HC in analogy to previous calculations on vibra

tional energy transfer1417,18

vt(“,饥mywgy%"…… (2)

= Aze-x/ae7,>1/ae7jyj/a,

where the inside atom-atom distance z is x - +>i)~

/2(^2 +>2), 4'=刀。"/%"气負诅 x is the distance between the 

centers of mass of the colliding molecules. Here, yi = 〃 = 

m0/(m0 + m^ = l/2 in OJE心)+ 0? or /j = y2 = mc/(mn + »zc)= 

0.922 in CH(E" + HC.

Energy Transfer Expressions

The time evolution of vibrational energy in molecule 2 with 

no initial vibrational energy can be written as14

4E』)=De, Je-f-iy+3一网浦；。)， (3)

where the dot means the derivative with respect to time. Here 

y2(t) and y2(t) are solutions of the equations of motion

/j.x= - M& = -gE； ^ = 1 or 2, (4, 5)

dx dyi

where 卩드 l나」(%)+ 1心(无)+ IX,力地), m is the reduced mass 

of the collision system, and the relation A'=E, the initial col

lision energy, is introduced to set the energy scale.

The solutions of the equations of motion can be obtained 

by numerically integrating the following six first order dif

ferential equations derivable from Eqs. (4) and (5) and the 

potential expression,

_ = ~x/ae 713,1
dt 卩a

쯔」必 ; Ll or 2 (6a)- (6f)

dt 方，

dt zw I

-生里厂"1/"/"； or 2

M ta

with the equation of motion of molecule 1 in the initial region

(「-8)

队=---In (1 - a ) + -y-ln〔1+ a 1/2 sin (Qt +3* )〕 (7a)
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. ax/2Q
ii = 사)〔cos + 沪) / {1 + a ’/z sin (Qt + b)}〕 (7b)

where

a*— a = ~(E"八

and Q=bl[2(De,l-Ev^)/Miy/2 .

We shall represent the vibrational energy of molecule 1 by 

EMf). Then 난le energy gained (or lost) by the molecule due 

to the collision at t is 瓦.](- 8), where 氏，盘一。이 = 瓦 '.

As the collision starts, the vibrational energy either decreases 

from EvA if the energy transfer is VV and/or V T or in

creases from E口 if it is Tr V. However, it is convenient to 

consider instead of the difference EvA(t)-Ev l and treat 

is as a measure of the time evolution of the vibrational energy 

of molecule 1

厶 EM)=E“W)=D，"〔ef + (8)

where y^t) and y^t) are solutions of the equations of motion 

for the initial values 乂( -。。)and 如-°°) obtained from EvA =

[厂20~1卩+ 号 Mo氾)，the equation which is valid as 

t -* -8, where the interaction potential is zero. Note that for 

molecule 2, >2(- °°) and>2(-oo) = 0. When △£(-8)= 

E", the initial vibrational energy of molecule 1. The values 

of 如 一 8)and 少 J-8)depend on the initial phase 6 of the 

molecule, so does the time evolution of vibrational energies 

given by Eqs. (3) and (8); i.e., △&(£, d). When the limiting 

values of yXt) and y^t) are used in these equations, we. then 

find △E,( + 8, d). Thus, for a given phase, the vibrational 

energy of molecule 1 starts out with EVil and varies as the col

lision progresses according to Eq. (8), then finally settling to 

a constant value △EJ +。。，d) as the collision completes. On 

the other hand, the vibrational energy of molecule 2 starts out 

with zero and the finally reaches AE2( + d). For a given col

lision energy, thferefore, amounts of energy transfer at dif

ferent phases (i.e., different trajectories) will have to be 

averaged over d = 0 to 2n to obtain the energy transfer △£ 

( + °°) = (2n)-1 △瓦( + 8, d) dd, which we 아Kill express as

for simplicity throughout the following section. Similar

ly, the phase-dependent quantity 셔, d), which determines 

the vibrational energy of the ith molecule during the collision, 

will be simply expressed as △E,。).

The equations of motion will be integrated numerically star

ting with a large value of x and the specified values of >,-( - 8) 

and 勿(一 8). We then follow the collision system through the 

interaction region and determine y(f) and out to large 

separation. Phase effects can be particularly important at 

higher collision energies, so many trajectories will have to be 

selected to obtain reliable results. The values of phase- 

averaged energy transfer ZkE, presented below are believed 

to be accurate to about 10-2%. A sufficient condition for the 

phase step Ad to give this degree of accuracy is about 0.5° 

for CH(0.95Z)e) + HC in the collision energy range considered; 

i.e., about 720 points were required before the phase averag

ed converged. For O2(hco) + 02, about 360 points were re

quired. For molecule 2, no such many trajectory sampling is 

necessary since the molecule has no initial vibrational energy. 

The time-integration limits are typically from t= -10-12 to 

+10'12 s. The integration time step Abused in the calculation 

is related to the reduced energy E=£'/ha)and the number of
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Etev
Figure 1. Dependence of vibrational energy transfer A£,/hcu on the 

collision energy E in +02. Throughout the figures, 1 勿서 2 stand 

for, respectively, molecules 1 and 2.

E，ev

Figure 2. Dependence of vibrational energy transfer △瓦/th” on the 

collision energy E in O2(0.95Z)a) + O2. Dotted line indicates DJN。,

steps n by A^=2.9x 10-u/n£1/2 s in O2(K.i)+O2 and by、t= 

1.4xlO-u/n£1A s in CH(E") + HC. The Number of steps will 

be adjusted so as to maintain within the range of 1/30- 

1/50 of the vibrational period. In the calculation, we use 

De = D° + Vzhta with Z>f(O2) = 5.08 ev and Z>°(CH) = 3.47 ev 
from standard tables19 along with a = 0.2 A14.

Results and Discussion

A. Oj + Oi

Figure 1 shows the effects of varying the initial collision 

energy of two oxygen molecules on AE./hco, where molecule 

1 has initial energy equivalent to one vibrational quantum 

ie, O2(ho)) + O2. (One quantum of O2 is equivalent to 0.038Z)J. 

The energy transfer △EJNd rises from zero nearly linearly 

as E increases reaching 0.16 at E=2 ev, while △EJhcu 

decreases from the initial value of one to 0.84 at E=2 ev as 

the result of VV exchange. In the collision energy range con

sidered, the extent of VV exchange gradually increases as E 

increases, but only a small fraction of vibrational energy is 

transferred from (시he) to O2 by collision. Note that the sum 

of AF./haj is very close to one indicating that the contribu

tion of T -► V or V T mode in both molecules is not im

portant.

When molecule 1 is highly excited, only a small fraction 

of vibrational energy is transferred to molecule 2. In fact, as 

shown in Fig. 2, when molecule 1 has initial vibrational energy 

0.950, which is equivalent to 25.113 the fraction of the vibra

tional energy of molecule 1 transferred to molecule 2 through 

W is much less than that in the previous case, where molecule

Figure 3. Phase dependence of vibrational energy transfer in 

Oa(0.95D«)+O2 at E-2 ev. The arrow on the ordinate locates EvA- 

25.1110)-0.951).. Dotted line indicates DJhut.

02-(0.95Z>,) + 02 at (a) d = 310° and (b) <5 = 50°; E=2 ev. Also shown 

is z*(f) in A. Solid curves: A£,(0/hw； dashed curves: Dotted line

indicates DJhw.

1 initially has only 0.038Z)。, or hco, although absolute magnitude 

of the energy gained by molecule 2 is larger. For example, 

at E=l, 1.5, and 2 ev, the amounts of vibrational energy 

transferred to molecule 2 are 0.32,1.6, and 2.0% of the initial 

vibrational energy of molecule 1, respectively, in O2(0.95/)c) + 

O2. The corresponding values in O2(hco) + O2 are as large as 

8.1, 12, and 16%. When £*<1 ev, the amount of energy 

transferred to molecule 2 is very slight. In the figure we find 

that after a decrease from 25.1 near E==0.5 ev, molecule 1 

actually gains energy from translational motion. Above E= 0.8 

ev, △EJhaj is greater than 25.1 and near E-2 ev, the vibra

tional energy of molecule 1 becomes greater than the dissocia

tion energy, so the molecule will dissociate. Thus, we see that 

in the E range considered, molecule 2 gains only a very small 

fraction of vibrational energy in the highly excited m이ecules.

It is interesting to study the effects of the phase relation

ships of molecule 1 to energy transfer. In Figure 3 we show 

the phase dependence in O2(0.95Z)e) + O2 at J?=2 ev. Molecule 

1 can gain a substantial amount of energy from translation
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between d = 0 and 3n/2, while not much activities are going 

on in molecule 2. In this phase range,也玖 is greater than the 

dissociation energy. Only between 3n/2 and 2n, the vibrational 

energy of molecule 1 remains below the dissociation limit and 

there is a substantial W exchange. For the representative 

phase of each of these two region응, we plot the tim으 evolu

tion of vibrational energy, at £=2 ev in Figure 4.

For 6 = 310° of the latter region, rises to a maximum

value of 30.4 and the rapidly decrease응 to 15.8 as the colli

sion progresses. The initial increase of about 5hco in △E&)/h3 

is due to the T f V step and the decrease, which involve응 

an enormous amount of energy, is the result of both V f T 

and VV. As t continues to increase, increases to

its limiting value AE/hco = 19.0. All these energy transfer steps 

take place on a subpicosecond time scale during the collision. 

The peak of 4EM海3 rise응 above the dissociation limit, but 

the energy stays in molecule 1 for a time shorter than the vibra

tional period, so the molecule will not dissociate. Note that 

나le collision begins near t= -30 fs and is essentially over at 

+ 30 fs. Also plotted in the figure is z*(fl=x(0-yi|>i(0- 

乂(_8)]一丫2印2们一少2(- 8)], which is a measure of the inner 

O…O distance. The appearance of two minima in this plot in

dicates that the inner O atoms suffer two impacts during the 

collision. Figure 4a shows that as △E(f)/ha)decreases from 

the maximum to the minimum between t=0 and +10 fs, 

△EJt)您3 rises to a maximum through W exchange and then 

lev이s off to the limiting value 旳3 for /> + 30 fs. So the 

build-up of vibrational energy in molecule 2 does not start 

until molecule 1 gains a large amount of energy from transla

tional motion. As shown in the figure, there is no activity in 

molecule 2 between t= -30 fs and zero, where △混 

rapidly increases due to the first impact. The magnitude of 

energy transferred to molecule 2 is substantial, but it is only 

a small fraction of the initial vibrational energy of molecule

1. We now consider the case d = 50°. Unlike the previous phase 

case, AEXO/hco now decreases to a minimum value as the col

lision begins and then sharply increases due to the T^V step; 

see Figure 4b. During the initial decrease of AEXO/huj, 

molecule 2 quickly adjusts its motion to receive vibrational 

energy through VV exchange but the extent of the initial 

decrease is not large, so the energy transferred to molecule 

2 is r이ativ이y small. The vibrational energy of molecule 1 ex

ceeds De, when the molecule gains a large amount of energy 

(스 9 ho?) from translation. And in this case, the energy resides 

in the molecule long enough to cause di옹sociation Thus, the 

dissociation is characterized by an initial decrease followed 

by a sharp increase of △EJQhco finally producing a small 

amount of energy transfer to molecule 2. The calculation 

shows that as the colliding molecules approach each other the 

bond of molecule 1 is stretched in the dissociative case, 

whereas it is compressed in the nondissociative case. We see 

in Figure 4b that z*(0 increases less sharply than the previous 

case because also increases as the fragment등 of molecule 

1 fly apart. As seen in Figure 3, 4E、is greater than De over 

a wide range of phase. Hence, trajectories leading to dissocia

tion is far more numerous than nondissociative ones con

sidered in Figure 4a. In both dissociative and nondissociative 

cases, translational motion is heavily involved in producing 

[—V and V^T steps during the collision, thus competing with 

나le VV step. Although it is not shown, we find similar varia

tions of with t in O2(hu)) + O2 with a significant VT

contribution. In the latter case, however, never ex

Figure 5. Dependence of fibrational energy transfer 腿 on the 

collision energy E in CH(fico) + HC.

CH(hu>) + HC at E=0.4 and 2 ev.

ceeds the dissociation limit, and furthermore, z*(t) always 

takes only one sharp minimum (i.e., a one-impact collision).

We remark in passing that when a random distribution of 

the initial phases of molecule 1 is assumed, the probability 

of collisional dissociation can then be determined as the 

fraction of phases leading to i.e., 已 = 法 對

(△瓦From Figure 3, we thus find Pd = 0.686 for O2- 

(0.95Z)e) + O2 at E=2 ev.

B. CH + HC

In Figure 5, we show the energy dependence of △E/hcu 

for CH(h3)+ HC, where Uco = 0.097R. The variations of 

energy transfer with E are entirely different from those of the 

previous cases of O2 + O2. The curves are symmetrical to each 

other and it is evident that an efficient VV exchange i옹 tak

ing place. The variation of the curves suggests a characteristic 

oscillation of vibrational energy between the molecules giv

ing rise to pronounced resonances. The sum of AE./hco is 

essentially unity, clearly indicating the occurrence of a pure 

VV step with no conversion of internal energy to translational 

motion. As shown in the figure, the energy exchange is quite 

appreciable even when E is as low as 0.05 ev. As E increases 

to 0.1, 0.3, and 0.5 ev, the vibrational energy gained by 

molecule 2 increases to 0.501, 0.961, and 0.984fia>, respec

tively. At E=2 ev, about 12% of the vibrational energy of 

molecule 1 is transferred to molecule 2 when the collision is 

over. Near E뉴 0.4 ev, AE2/Hgj = 1, thus indicating the com

plete VV exchange—exact resonance. Therefore, a study of 

the time evolution of vibrational energy near £=0.4 ev would 

be of interest in analyzing the dynamics of exact-resonance 

collisions; this we present in the following.

The phase dependence of △:庙3 for CH(haj) + HC at 
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E=0.4 ev is very weak. The values of △EJhtQ vary very slowly 

between 4.65 x 10-4 and 4.69 x 10-4 in 나)e entire range of d = 0 

to 2nt while ZkE2/ho)remains at 0.9995: see Figure 6. In the 

figure, we also plot the E=2 ev case for comparison. We now 

choose d = n and calculate the time evolution △氏。)件讪 at 

E=0A ev. In Fig. 7 we first consider the time variation of 

z*(0, which is a measure of the H - H distance. In the CH…HC 

configuration, the C atoms "squeeze" the H atoms into close 

proximity of each other. The light H atoms then encounter 

each other in this close-in collision many times (a multiple

impact collision514) and at each impact they are compressed 

toward their respective C atoms, thus producing the strong 

perturbing force on the vibrational motions. Initially, molecule

1 has vibrational energy equivalent to 如，whereas molecule

2 is vibrationally "frozen'', and the oscillatory variation of z*(t) 

seen in the figure at large negative t is due to the vibration 

of molecule 1. After the collision the molecules recede from 

each other and z*(f) again undergoes the same variation 

because molecule 2 now has vibrational energy hco while 

molecule 1 settles down to rest. This situation is clearly seen 

from the time evolution of >,-(/) also plotted in the figure. 

Molecule 1 undergoes free Morse oscillation at large negative 

t, but its amplitude starts to decrease near /= -20 fs, at which 

y2(t) begins to take a noticeable value. The displacement >'2(^) 

grows, while y^t) tends to diminish as t increases. After 

t= +30 fs, vanishes but y2(t) takes full Morse oscillation 

with a period of about 11 fs, as is for molecule 1 at large 

negative t.
As 아iown in Fig. 7, noticeable changes in start

near t= -35 fs, and 나len reaches its limiting value

AEj/Huj near t- +30 fs, whereas £也。)眼 reaches its limiting 

value at 5 = + 40 fs, so the duration of collision for the VV ex

change can be estimated as about 75 fs. During this time

t,fs
Figure 7. Time evolution of vibrational energy △打)/!13 in CH(tiu>) + 

HC at d= E그0.4 ev. Also 가lown are z#(t\ and y,V) in A. "1 + 2'' 

represents the sum of AE,/h<u.

Figure 8. Time evolution of vibrational energy △瓦(備3 in CH(fiw) + 

HC at d = n； E=2 ev. Also 아lown is z#(t)in A.

period, the perturbation causes part of energy to flow back 

and forth many times between the molecules with a charac

teristic frequency of about 11 fs, finally settling to the limiting 

values of ZkEi/fioj = 4.67 x 10-4 and = 0.9995. Unlike the

homonuclear case O2 + O2, molecule 1 loses (or molecule 2 

gains) energy in a sequence of many down (or up) steps. As 

seen in Figure 7, molecule 1 starts out with EvA = hco and 

takes a sequence of translation-assisted energy transfer steps 

losing 0.020, 0.056, 0.25, 0.40, 0.045, 0.045, and 0.020hcD, 

finally reaching 4.67 x 10-4ho). Since the amount of energy 

associated with the first and last steps is negligible, this colli

sion can therefore be treated as essentially a five-step pro

cess. The duration of each step is 슨11 fs, which is very close 

to the Vibrational period.

The phase dependence of AE./haj at E=2 ev is somewhat 

significant; see Figure 6. The time evolution of vibrational 

energy for d = n for this case is shown in Figure 8. From the 

z*(f)너 plot also shown in the figure, we notice that the H atoms 

approach close proximity of each other six times in the colli

sion range of / = -20 to +30 fs. Of particular interest in the 

study of collisions involving heteronuclear molecules is the 

question of impact multiplicity14. At low collision energies a 

general calculation of the multiplicity of impacts is extreme

ly difficult, depending on the law of force of each oscillator 

as well as its phase at the begining of the collision. From the 

number of minima of the plot and from comparing each 

minimum with the variation of we may conclude

that there are six impacts between the H atoms producing 

multiple energy transfer steps during the collision. The general 

feature of the plots is similar to that for the 0.4

ev case, but we now find that the sum of △氏(Micu can become 

much greater than one. The maximum peak leads to the sum 

4.7 compared to 1.6 for the lower energy case. Thus, the VV 

step is strongly coupled with VT during the collision. This
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Figure 9. Dependence of vibrational energy transfer on the 

collision energy E in CH(0.95D.) + HC.

Figure 10. Phase dependence of vibrational energy transfer in 

CH(0.95Q,) at E=2 ev. The arrow on the ordinate locates 瓦 

9.76fto)-0.95Z)..

coupling leads to a small extent of VV exchange when the 

collision completes. As in the E=0.4 ev case, molecule 1 starts 

out with 鱼3 and takes a sequence of energy transfer step風 

Because of the strong VV-VT coupling, however, the se

quence now involves both energy-gaining and energy-losing 

steps.
When molecule 1 in CH + HC is initially highly excited with 

vibrational energy equivalent to 0.95Z)e(i.e., 9.76ho>), the E- 

dependence of is somewhat irregular as shown in

Figure 9, and unlike CH(hu)) + HC, the clear case of complete 

VV exchange is no longer seen. In this collision it is difficult 

to remove a large fraction of energy from CH(0.95Z)e) by either 

VV or VT step especially at lower collision energies. But ab

solute energy transfer from the excited CH to the collision 

partner is qu辻e significant at E= 2 은v, see Figure 9. As shown 

in the figure, the fraction of the vibrational energy of molecule 

1 transferred to molecule 2 is small and the energy transfer 

contains a significant VT contribution. For example, at £*=0.4 

ev, △&/曲= 9.55 and AE2/hu)= 0.40. Since 瓦,「=9.76血。in 

CH(0.95A) + HC, molecule 2 gains 0.21tTco of its energy from 

molecule 1 and the regaining 0.195s from translational mo

tion. Note that in CH(hco) + HC at evf there is nearly 

complete VV exchange. Except at E=2 ev, the fraction of 

vibrational energy transferred to molecule 2 in this collision 

is much smaller than that in CH(haj) + HC. For example, at 

E=1 and 1.5 ev, the extents of VV exchange are about 8 and 

2%, respectively, but those in CH(h(u) + HC are as large as 

64 and 68%. At lower energies, the difference in percentages 

becomes even greater. It should be important to note that in 

the E range considered, △E/he never exceeds the dissocia

tion limit.
We now analyze the time evolution of vibration energy in 

CH(0.95Q) + HC. To do this we first consider phase effects 

at E=2 ev in Figure 10. Both curves exhibit a highly struc

tured dependence on phase and are nearly symmetrical to each 

other, thus indicating the occurrence of some W exchange. 

The exchange process takes place over the entire phase range. 

Although it is significant between 6 = 0 and W exchange 

is not very efficient in the remaining range. We choose one 

phase from each of these two ranges and analyze the time 

evolution in Figure 11. For d = 20°, VV exchange

is quite efficient and the gross behavior of the time evolution 

is similar to that of CH(hco) + HC at E= 0.4 ev shown in Figure 

7. Molecule 1 starts out with 9.76hco and then takes five 

energy transfer steps to reach AEi = 1.48huj. Here, the 

molecule gains energy at the last step, but the amount of 

energy gained is negligible. However, at d = as shown

Figure 11. Time evolution of vibrational energy △E,(f)/hs in 

CH(0.95De) + HC at (a) d = 20° and (b) d = 90°; E=2 ev. Also shown 

is z*(Z) in A. Dotted line indicates DJha>.

in Figure 11b, W exchange is not efficient. Since there are 

far more trajectories which b이ong to the latter class than the 

former, the phase-averaged energy transfer △EJhcu is only 

2.10; see Figure 9. Molecule 1 takes four energy transfer steps, 

two energy-losing and two energy-gaining, each of which con

taining a large contribution of tran이atioiial motion. The 

dynamical aspect of these steps is particularly interesting. 

Molecule 1 starts out with Ev,i = 9.76ha), and its energy begins 

to decrease toward 8.53fiaj as the colliding molecu고es approach 

each other to suffer their first impact. At this step, molecule 

1 thus transfers 1.23ha> to molecule 2. When they start to 

recede upon the impact, molecule 1 gains a large amount of 

translational energy. The energy △%(*) is now as large as 

13.2hco, which is far above D라 Note that this large amount 

of energy stays in molecule 1 for 슨9 fs, which is shorter than 

the vibrational period, so the molecule will not dissociate. This 

highly excited molecule then stretches its bond violently caus

ing the H atom to suffer another impact with the other H. At 
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this instant, △£(£) drops to 6.69tfcD； the lost energy is taken 

up by molecule 2 through VV and translational motion through 

V-*T. Immediat이y after the second impact, molecule 1 

becomes again strongly compressed and reaches = 

14・lhs thus gaining energy as large as 7.41hu>. This time the 

energy stays in molecule 1 for only 즈7 fs. Part of this energy 

is from molecule 2, whose energy now decreases from 3.97 

to 0.905110), and 나le rest from translation. Then, the molecules 

repeat the expansion-compression process to suffer the third 

impact. As molecule 1 stretches out its bond to suffer the im

pact, decreases from 14.1 to 7.23hcu, while AE2(t) in

creases from 0.905 to 4.57fiu). As the hydrogen atom of 

molecule 1 moves away from the impact region (i.e., the bond 

is compressed), △E0 increases from 7.23 to 10.8haj, whereas 

△EJf) decreases from 4.57 to 0.576ha). Note that as △£'") 

approaches 10.8ha), there is a large increase in the H…H 

separation. Now the H atoms approach for the final impact 

at which △£") decreases to 9.80haj. In 比is case the H atoms 

undergo a soft impact at an H - H distance much larger than 

the previous impacts. After this impact, the molecules move 

wt of the interaction region, so the atoms can no longer suf

fer further impact. The last minimum of the z*(Z)-t plot ap

pears to indicate a superposition of two impacts. Since it 

appears at a large z*(Z), the vibrational energy of molecule

1 evolves with time as if 난】。last encounter consits of only 

one impact. On the other hand, the △EAMm curve does 

shown some residual variation at this encounter, but it deviates 

only slightly from the limiting value A£2/haj = 6.27. We 

therefore find that molecule 1 transfers its energy through a 

sequence of four steps, each with 一 1.23, 一 1.84, +0.54, and 

+ 2.57h3, respectively, where a negative (positive) sign stands 

for energy-losing (energy-gaining). These numbers indicate 

that there is essentially no net energy transfer in molecule 1. 

The sequence takes place over a time range of about 70 fs.

Thus, at low collision energies «2 ev), the fraction of vibra

tional energy in the excited molecule transferred to molecule

2 in CH(瓦,J + HC is very large when but it becomes

small when EvA is as large as 0.95Z)e. Furthermore, the energy

transfer takes place through a stepwise process. Note that 

strong-collision models in unimolecular reaction theories 

assume transfer of a large fraction of vibrational energy from 

the excited molecule in a single-step process20. To analyze 

the dependence of VV exchange on initial excitation in an 

orderly manner we now calculate the fractional energy transfer

for 0.1-0.95 atE=0.1, 0.2, ...» 0.5 ev; the 

results are shown in Figure 12. The phase dependence of 

energy transfer at these energies is very weak and we take 

the d = n case in the calculation. When Ev.JDe is small, there 

is pure VV exchange. For example, when EVil/De = 0.1, near

ly all of the initial vibrational energy of molecule 1 is transfer

red to molecule 2 at E= 0.3- 0.5 ev, but at 0.1 ev 나le exchange 

is only about 50%. Since fico is about one-tenth of De, we find 

in Figure 12 that CH with initial vibrational energy up to about 

three quanta can efficiently undergo VV exchange with the 

collision partner which has no initial energy at E 스 0.4 ev. 

As Eg increases, the exchange process rapidly becomes very- 

inefficient. Near EViJDe = 0.7t no VV exchange takes place; 

furthermore, the sum of △EJE”、is one indicating that VT 

transfer is also absent. When the collision energy is 0.1 ev, 

there is essentially no VV exchange for 瓦.】>03/九.It is in

teresting to note that when &二i는0.90£八, the VV step appears

Figure 12. Dependence of vibrational energy transfer on the initial 

vibrational energy of molecule 1, The fractional energy transfer 

△E/EL is plotted against Ev JDt for CH(E„ J + HC at £'=0.1-0.5 ev. 

The curves between & = 0.8 and 0.95 are for £=0.5 ev. The sum

(1 + 2) of △E,/Ev.i is also for E = 0.5 ev (see text).

again, but the extent of VV exchange is not significant. Be

tween Ev,JD. = 0.8 and 0.95, the curves of for

£"=0.1-0.4 ev lie above that for 0.5 ev, and the curves of 

△EJEv.i lie below that for 0.5 ev. For clarity, we therefore 

show only the curves of ^EJEvA for 나此 E=0.5 ev case in 

Figure 12.

The determination of the types of energy transfer processes 

(VV, V-*T, T-*V, etc.) and the extent of each process is a 

difficult task in both experimental and theoretical studies of 

molecular energy transfer15. However, such information can 

be readily extracted from the present calculations; the results 

are listed in Table 1. As shown in Figure 12, the vibrational 

energy of molecule 1 in CH(瓦,J + HC falls far below Ev,t at 

small Ev.JDe values as a result of Vv energy transfer to 

molecule 2. On the other hand, molecule 2 can gain not only 

vibrational energy from molecule 1 but also translation키 

energy. For example, when Ev.JDe = 0.5at£?=0.4 ev, molecule 

2 gains 0.842ha)(i.e.f Z^EJE、心=0.164) with 74% of it through 

W and 26% through T-*V. In the table we list the fractional 

contributions of W and T^V in molecule 2. When 나lere is 

energy transfer to molecule 2, the T~*V contribution, in 

general, increases with increasingAt £"=0.1 —0.5 ev, the 

removal of vibrational energy from CH(Ev.i) with Ev i up to 

about 0.3Z)e (i.e., 은 3hco) by HC involves pure VV step, but 

when Ev.i is larger, the energy gained by molecule 2 contains 

a substantial T-*V contribution. In the collisions with EVii 

greater than Q.5De, however, the energy gained by molecule 

2 is only a small fraction of Ev i.

We finally note that although calculations are not perform

ed in this work, the collisional characteristics of HC + CH are 

expected to be similar to those of O2 + O2, a homonuclear case, 

and the magnitude of its energy transfer would be far less than 

that of CH + HC21. We further expect the efficiency of W ex

change in the collinear collision of CH + CH to be an in

termediate between those of CH + HC and HC + CH.

Concluding Comments

We may make the following concluding comments on the 

collinear model in which vibrational energy could be transfer-

03/%25e4%25b9%259d.It
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Ta비e 1. Dependence of the Fractional Contribution of VV and T~*V Processes to the Vibration시 Energy EvA at E = 0.1-0.5 ev.

Ev.JDe 0.10 0.20。 0.30 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.95

0.1 ev 0.494 0.212 0.331 ⑴& 0.287(2) 0.142(3) 0.235(5) 0.663(4) 0.262(1) 0.434(3) 0.887(3)

VV(%) 98 92 78 76 c c c 93 c c

T-V(%) 2 8 22 24 c c c 7 c c

0.2 ev △E 고/瓦. 1 0,820 0.665 0.324 0.574(1) 0.622(2) 0.320(3) 0.983(3) 0.186(1) 0.163(1) 0.113(2)

VV(%) 99 97 88 80 63 c c 91 73 c

T->V 1 3 12 20 37 c c 9 27 c

0.3 ev △EJ&i 0.973 0.888 0.721 0.289 0.419(1) 0.352(2) 0.219(2) 0.466(2) 0.575(1) 0.102(1)

VV(%) 100 99 95 83 70 48 c c 68 71

T->V(%) 0 1 5 17 30 52 c c 32 29

0.4 ev /瓦 1.00 0.979 0.906 0.681 0.164 0.190(1) 0.606(2) 0.175(3) 0.869(1) 0.405(1)

W(%) 100 100 98 92 74 60 c c 68 59

T-V(%) 0 0 2 8 26 40 c c 32 41

0.5 ev △丿£指 0.983 1.00 0.978 0.882 0.483 0.651(1) 0.202(2) 0.573(2) 0.792(1) 0.919(1)

VV(%) 100 100 100 97 82 68 c c 65 58

T->V(%) 0 0 0 3 18 32 c c 35 42

a Each column reads as, for example, when the collision energy E is 0.1 ev and the initial vibrational energy of molecule 1, Ev l, is 0.20Z)e, 

나ic energy gained by molecule 2 is 0.212E, n of which 92% comes from molecule 1(VV) and 8% from translational motion (T^V). b Paren

theses inchide negative powers of ten; e.g., 0.331(1) = 0.331 x 10'1. c Percent contribution is not listed because the fraction of energy transfer 

to molecule 2 is negligible.

red from one of the colliding molecules to the other in the col

lision energy range 0-2 ev.

(1) It is difficult to remove a large fraction of vibrational 

energy in the highly excited molecule by the collision 

partner with no vibrational energy. This is especially 

so in the collisions involving homonuclear molecules 

(i.e., O2 + O2). The reason for this is that 아le VV step 

competes with VT, which plays an important role in 

transferring energy into or from the vibrational motions 

during the collision. Thus, when the collision is over, 

only a small fraction of the initial vibrational energy 

is transferred. This statement applies to both homonu

clear and heteronuclear cases, although the fraction of 

energy transfer is larger in the latter case.

⑵ In a heteronuclear case of CH + HC, the removal of 

vibrational energy in the excited molecule having 

energy up to about three vibrational quanta through 

VV is very efficient. In the collision energy range of 

0.3-0.5 ev, there is total transfer of vibrational energy 

between the colliding molecules through a sequence of 

energy-losing steps in molecule 1 and energy-gaining 

steps in molecule 2. For the case with a highly excited 

molecule, the sequence involves both energy-losing and 

energy-gaining steps. In the collision of two homonu

clear molecules, which does not involve a stepwise pro

cess, transfer of energy from the excited molecule is 

highly inefficient, but become? less so as the collision 

energy increases. In general, VV exchange in the col

lision of two heteronuclear molecules with the lighter 

atoms inside is more efficient than that between 

homonuclear molecules because of repeated impacts 

between the atoms producing a sequence of energy 

transfer steps during the collision.

(3) A highly excited O2 in the homonuclear case can 

dissociate by gaining additional energy from transla

tional motion in the energy range considered, but in 

CH + HC the vibrational energy of such an excited 

molecule always remains below the dissociation limit 

when the collision completes.
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Syntheses of Alternating Head-to-Head Vinyl Copolymers and Vinyl 
Terpolymers via Ring-Opening Mechanism. Ring-Opening Polymerization of 

Substituted-3,4-dihydro-2H-pyrans
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2-Ethoxy-6-methoxy-5-cyano-3,4-dihydro-2H-pyran (1J, 2-n-butoxy-6-methoxy-5-cyano-3,4-dihydro-2H-pyran (虹)， 

2-isobutoxy-6-methoxy-5-cyano-3,4-dihydro-2H-pyran (lc), and 2-ethoxy-6-methoxy-3-methyl-5-cyano-3,4~dihydro-2H- 

pyran (lrf) were prepared by (4 + 2) cycloaddition reaction of methyl a-cyanoacrylate with the corresponding alkyl vinyl ethers. 

Compounds la d were ring-open polymerized by cationic catalyst to obtain alternating head-to-head (H-H) copolymers. For 

comparison, head-to-tail (H-T) copolymer 3O was also prepared by free radical copolymerization of the corresponding monomers. 

The H-H copolymer exhibited minor differences in its lH NMR and IR spectra, but in the ,3C NMR spectra significant dif

ferences were observed between the H-H and H-T copolymers. Glass transition temperature (TJ of H-H copolymer was 

higher than that of the H-T copolymer, but thermal decomposition temperature of the H-H copolymer was lower than that 

of the H-T copolymer. Compounds laf a6, and lc copolymerized well with styrene by cationic catalyst, but compound ld failed 

to copolymerize with styrene. All of the H-H and H-T copolymers were soluble in common solvents and the inherent viscosities 

were in the range 0.2-0.4 dl/g.

Introduction

Vinyl polymers of head-to-head (H-H) structure are ex

pected to show different properties from those of conventional 

head-to-tail (H-T) polymers, and extensive interest h거s been 

focused on the synthesis and characterization of H-H poly

mers. So far, various H-H polymers have been prepared and 

나)eir properties were found to differ significantly from those 

of H-T polymers1'8. The synthetic schemes hitherto applied 

to prepare H-H polymers have been by the reactions on 

polymers such a옹 the radical 1,4-polymerization of 2,3- 

diphenylbutadiene, followed by selective hydrogenation to H- 

H polystyrene2. However, it is often difficult to get clean and 

complete reactions in these synthetic methods.

We have reported a new synthetic rout은 to H-H alternating 

copolymers by cationic ring-opening polymerization of sub- 

stituted-3.4-dihydro-2H-Dyrans913. These substituted pyrans 

were prepared by i알 + 匕丿 cycloaddition reaction of cyanoacry

late or vinyl ketones with alkyl vinvl ethers, and have various 

cation-stabilizing groups at proper positions of the pyran ring. 

This work is now extended to the construction of H-H 

copolymers of another pair of vinyl monomers. The present 

report describes the syntheses and ring-opening polymeriza

tion of 2,3,5,6-tetrasubstituted-3,4-dihydro-2H-pyrans. Pro

perties of the resulting H-H copolymers were compared with 

those of the corresponding H-T copolymers which were 

prepared by free radical copolymerization of the correspon

ding monomers.

Results and Discussion

Compounds lo.d were prepared according to a procedure 

similar to that reported earlier1214 from methyl a-cyano

acrylate and the corresponding alkyl vinyl ethers (Scheme 1). 

In dilute benzene solution, substituted 3,4-dihydro -2H-pyrans 

were obtained in high yield at room temperature and only a 

trace amount of poly(methyl a-cyanoacrylate) v/as formed. 

The chemical structures of the substituted pyrans were iden

tified by rH NMR (Figure 1 and Figure 2) and IR spectra. 

Spectral data indicated that ld was a mixture of the cis- and


